Preparation for the January 25‐26 workshop (3 hrs)
Possible goals for this facilitated segment of the meeting:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Get better prepared for January 25‐26 by refining our thinking and improving decision tools (without engaging in decision making).
Where do we need to be at the end of February? How do we get there?
Refine the tools that we will use at the January workshop (Option descriptions, Option matrix)
What information about each Option do we need and how do we get it?
Topic

Where do we need to be at the end of February?
(McMahon/Gulley)
Success criteria: Survey results (McMahon)

Time
used
(mins)

20
35

Review of status on developing options (overview not
negotiation) (McMahon)
• What are the option descriptions? How can they be
improved?

100

Review and improve the agenda for January 25‐26
(McMahon)

15

Process questions and suggestions for EARIP: how do we
make this function better? (McMahon)

10

Process or method
Where are we on the decision path? Where do we need to be?
What do we need to accomplish to get there?
Handout of survey results
• Assess what the Plenary thinks of the survey results
Do we have agreement on the options for getting water to the
species when the species need it (but not negotiate which options
are best)
• What technical input do we need to make a first level
decision on the most promising options? How do we get
it?
Move to Small Groups to discuss these questions
Return to plenary: Review results of small groups
Would it help to have the options set out in the context of some
mitigation and minimization options, i.e., to see what a complete
package might look like? The purpose of the package would not
be to make or suggest any decisions but simply provide context to
assist the EARIP.
Plenary: Q&A

